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Abstract. Industrial robots were widely used in the area of stacking, handling, welding because of their good repeatability position accuracy. When the industrial robot is applied in the manufacturing area, they can do cutting work instead of the machine tool. However, the error of the machining robot is comparatively large in cutting process, the error measurement and identification process is complicated, and the error compensation is difficult. The identification and compensation method of the machining errors of machining robot are analyzed in this paper. This analysis can support a foundation and reference for improving the kinematic errors identification and compensation method of the machining robot.

Introduction

Now, industrial robots were widely used in the simple tasks in the industry, such as stacking, handling, welding, and so on. In these areas, the task trajectory is relatively simple, and the robot can be programmed with a “teaching” model. In the “teaching” model, the repeatability position accuracy of the industrial robots is high enough to satisfy the requirement of these tasks. By the development of the industrial robots, they are applied in the manufacturing area more and more. The industrial robots even can do the cutting work instead of CNC machine tool in the machining area. In the fields of aerospace, shipbuilding, high-speed rail train, etc., many cutting works, such as making holes, grinding and milling, are required to accomplish at the assembly site. The parts which need to be manufactured are usually very large. Traditional multi-axis NC machining center, with a large floor area and low flexibility, is often unable to adapt to the on-site machining requirements of such large-scale complex parts. In these occasions, the machining robots have more advantages to do these cutting task instead of CNC machine tools. The operating range of the robot is larger than CNC machine tools, and the installation space of the robot is smaller. The economic benefits and flexibility of the robots are also better than CNC machine tools. However, the machining precision of the robot is much lower than CNC machine tool because of the factor of low stiffness. It needs to improve the absolute positioning precision by some technical means for the application of machining robots. One of the methods to improve the machining accuracy usually be adopted is the kinematic errors identification and compensation method.

Input Trajectory Method in the Off-Line Programming of the Machining Robots

In the task of complex parts cutting, the task trajectory is relative complex, and the traditional “teaching” model of the robot cannot meet the requirement of programming. The robot must be able to work in the “off-line programming” model. The development of offline programming technology has promoted the application of industrial robots in the cutting task. Off-line programming is a programming method which needs to establish a geometric model of the robot and its environment by using computer graphics firstly. Then, some planning algorithms were applied to control and operate the model to complete a trajectory planning in the off-line situation. Relative to the “teaching” programming, off-line programming has a higher requirement on the absolute positioning accuracy of the robot. The absolute positioning error should be identified and compensated in the off-line programming of the machining robots. In the mode of “off-line” programming, if the kinematic errors of the machining robots were...
identified from the mathematical model which was already established according to the structure of the robots, then the “input trajectory method” can be used in the compensation of the absolute positioning error.

The Method of Improving Machining Accuracy by Kinematic Errors Identification and Compensation

In order to use the input trajectory method to compensate the absolute positioning errors in the off-line programming of the machining robots, the kinematic errors of the robots should be identified. Many scholars have proposed some error modeling and compensation methods for the problem of the low absolute positioning accuracy robots. Zheng Kunming et al. [1] established a soft body system error model based on the spatial finite element theory according to the elastic deformation characteristics of flexible members. Hou Xiaoyu et al. [2] established the rigid-flexible coupled dynamics model of the robot according to the deformation of the connecting rod and joint. De Backer et al. [3] proposed a dynamic deformation model, and predicted the tool offset in real time and compensated the errors online. Guillo et al. [4] calculated the positional deviation of the mixing head according to the external load measured by the internal pressure sensor. Where, the part of the position deviation value was used as the compensation amount to the robot to perform real-time position compensation. Schneider et al. [5] used an optical measurement system to track robots and micro-actuators online, and combined traditional industrial robots with external piezoelectric drive compensation mechanisms to achieve online correction of relative position errors between tools and workpieces. Liu Shuanglong et al. [6] proposed a robot positioning accuracy compensation method based on mechanical joint feedback. By installing an absolute grating scale at the joint of the robot and introducing the joint servo into the robot's control, the closed-loop control of the robot joint can be realized to reduce the influence of joint error on the end position and improve the positioning accuracy of the joint.

Discussion

The above research methods usually use some precise external measuring equipment to measure the errors of the machining robots. The installation operation of these instruments is relatively complicated and the technical requirements to the people are high, which makes the process of the error identification and compensation of the machining robots be difficult and costly, which is not conducive to popularization and application.

According to these difficulties in the research now, new methods to study the kinematic errors identification and compensation should be developed. In recent years, the Machining tests method has been widely used for multi-axis machine tool error identification [7-10]. The identification of the errors by the workpiece cutting should be an efficient error identification method for machining robot in theory. If the mathematical relationship of the parameters error of the machining robots and the machining errors of the workpiece according to the mathematical model of the robots, then the parameters error of the machining robots can be identified from the machining errors of the workpiece by certain error separation method.

Conclusion

The main reason of the lower machining accuracy is that the stiffness of the robot is weaker than the CNC machine tool. The error of the machining robot is comparatively large in offline programming, the error measurement and identification process is complicated, and the error compensation is difficult. According to the topology structure of the robot, establish the stiffness model, which contains the geometric parameter errors. The key technology of the machining robot is to improve machining accuracy from the model. The methods of improving the kinematic errors of the machining robot by identifying and compensating the kinematic errors of the industrial robot were analyzed in this paper.
This analysis can support a foundation and reference for improving the accuracy of the machining robot.
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